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Abstract

Artificial intelligence and machine learning have become of crucial importance in many scientific and
industrial fields, thanks to the ability to extract information, make predictions and identify patterns
on data. For the creation of increasingly accurate predictive models, these technologies are based on
the collection and control of large amounts of data within controlled systems. Federated learning is a
new framework that exploits the computational capabilities and local data of a set of multiple resourceconstrained devices coordinated by a central server for the creation of a shared global predictive model,
without any centralised data collection.
In this work, we focus on assessing the performance of federated learning executed on resource
constrained Edge computing system. A set of experiments to assess the energy consumption and
processing times on a set of heterogeneous GPU-enabled embedded systems were executed. Our analysis
shows that, by varying the amount of data that each system is in charge of processing, it is possible
to identify a trade-off between the overall energy consumption of the devices and the processing time
required to train an effective predictive model.
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1. Introduction
Machine and user generated data is rapidly increasing due to the rapid advancement of Internet
of Things (IoT), social networking applications and ubiquitous wireless connectivity via 5G/6G
networks. The analysis of such amount of data is often carried out via Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques to create predictive models to support users in planning and decision making
detection or to improve cyber-physical systems efficiency via detection of anomalies, e.g. for
predictive maintenance [1]. Such an increasing amount of data and the consequent demand to
train AI systems on has generated new data management problems, especially in application
fields where it is necessary to train predictive models on large quantities of data, but it is not
convenient or feasible, in terms of communication efficiency or bandwidth available, to transmit
them to the cloud or it is not possible to collect them, for legal, strategic or economic reasons.
Recently a novel paradigm has received significant attention, Federated Learning (FL) [2, 3], as
a solution to train a deep learning model from decentralized data. FL removes the need to move
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large amount of data for training of models, thus ensuring scalability and data privacy/security.
Initially proposed for data analysis on mobile devices, FL is also expected to be widely adopted
on Edge computing, which extends the traditional centralized cloud computing paradigm with
additional computing layers installed in proximity of users and cyber-physical systems, for
instance exploiting computing devices installed at the edge of the network [4]. Edge computing
systems can support the execution new applications characterized by stringent latency and
privacy requirements, such as industrial applications. The joint adoption of FL and Edge
computing is also expected to play a central role for the implementation of novel network
management strategies thus to ensure scalability and minimal human intervention in future
5G/6G networks [5]. In this context, FL can be exploited at the edge to develop applications that
could process data locally, resulting in a reduced latency for data analysis and deep learning
model training.
Edge systems, however, are characterized by limited computing and storage capabilities as
they are implemented via embedded systems, which offer an environment quite constrained if
compared with a resource rich cloud environment. In addition to this, some edge computing
devices might be characterized by energy constraints, as they might be installed on energy
restricted environments, e.g. edge devices installed in autonomous vehicles [6]. FL solutions
deployed on edge systems will require proper configuration in order to vary the amount of data
assigned to each device in order to take into account heterogeneous computing capabilities and
master the latency-energy consumption tradeoff.
In this paper we analyze the performance of FL when executed on different edge computing
systems, characterized by heterogeneous resource capabilities. The goal is to analyze the overall
performance in order to offer some guidelines on how FL applications can be configured to
optimize the processing time required to train an effective predictive model on different devices,
while considering the energy consumption at the same time.
In our experiments the training of a model for convolutional neural network for image
recognition implemented in a distributed manner using FL is considered as an example. A
large set of experiments with different heterogeneous GPU-enabled embedded systems are
executed to measure training latency and energy consumption of different devices. Our analysis
highlights that, by varying the amount of data that each system is in charge of processing, it is
possible to master a trade-off between the overall energy consumption of the devices and the
processing time required to train an effective predictive model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we overview some background
concepts and overview the related work, in Section 3 we present our experimentation methodology, in Section 4 we analyze the results of our experiments, while in Section 5 we present the
conclusions of this work.

2. Background & Related Works
The pervasive diffusion of personal mobiles and IoT devices produces huge amounts of data.
Currently, AI-based predictive analytic solutions built on such data are typically generated
through centralised cloud-based services. The state-of-the-art approach for training a high
quality AI model over mobile and IoT smart devices leverages the delivery of collected data

to a service hosted on the Cloud, which is in charge of training the model [7]. However,
these cloud-based solutions raise major concerns about the user privacy of online services. A
recent approach to mitigate this issue is to move the computation where data is stored, i.e.,
on personal IoT devices connected to the Internet. In edge computing [8] data processing and
storage capabilities are not exclusive characteristics of centralized data centers, but an additional
layer, called edge, is placed in the middle between the Cloud and the IoT devices. This layer
allows for storing data and executing applications on resource-constrained edge computing
systems directly connected with IoT devices. Moreover, edge computing allows to preserve the
confidentiality of user data. In this scenario, the recent introduction of artificial-intelligence-asa-service (AIAAS) [9, 10, 11] tackles significant innovations across all the industrial sectors in
particular in the artificial intelligence of things (AIoT) [12, 13], where the data required to train
AI solutions are kept local to the device without disclosing private or sensitive data.
Federated learning [2, 3] is a leading approach for training AI solutions, i.e., neural networks,
in AIoT solutions [14]. In FL, the computation involved in the training of a neural network is
moved closer to where data are produced and store. FL can naturally apply to the IoT-EdgeCloud scenario, requiring the preservation of data privacy and ownership. In an FL scenario
applied to edge computing, every edge computing system receives a partially trained neural
network from a central cloud server, performs additional training using data provided by the
respective local IoT devices to refine the neural network without disclosing any private data,
and sends back the refined neural network to the Cloud server. The Cloud server collects all the
locally-trained neural networks, generates a new global neural network, and broadcasts the
global network back to the edge computing systems for a new round of local training. By doing
so, the complex aggregation of Machine Learning (ML) models on a cloud server is decoupled
from the storage of training data on edge computing systems to preserve data ownership and
privacy.
The adoption of FL in Edge computing environments is already proposed for many applications, ranging from IoT applications to crowd-sourcing data analysis [1]. Among them, the
application of FL for the management of the computing and networking infrastructure is envisioned, e.g. to implement user management solutions, drive content caching and manage
task offloading from user devices to the infrastructure [15]. Edge computing, however, is characterized by resource constrained systems, which are usually embedded devices with limited
capabilities in terms of computing power, RAM and GPU performance, and, in some specific
use-cases where the edge devices are battery powered, they might have constraints also in terms
of energy. In this context, models and solutions for data and task management and allocation
are crucial to ensure scalability and proper usage of scarce resources. In [16], for instance,
an energy aware resource management strategy is proposed to manage the training model
process in FL system, by minimizing the training loss and overall time, considering also energy
constraints. This work, however, analyzes the performance of the proposed approach only via
simulations.
In this paper, instead, we carry out an analysis based on real experiments exploiting different
heterogeneous GPU-enabled embedded systems, thus re-creating a realistic edge environment
for FL execution. Our goal is to derive guidelines to master the trade-off between energy
consumption and processing times, so the overall process of distributing data for training can
be characterized.

3. Experimental Setup
In this section we illustrate the experimental setup of our experiments, in terms of hardware
exploited and software used. Then we describe the task under evaluation, together with the
neural network adopted, the dataset employed and the performance metrics we measured.
Finally, we report the research questions that we will investigate in our experiments, which are
detailed in the following section.
Hardware. For our experiments we exploited a Cloud/Edge computing platform available at
the University of Pisa. Such platform implements both the cloud and edge layers and provides
a realistic environment to test distributed computing solutions that adopt the Cloud/Edge
computing paradigm. The platform in particular includes the following components: (i) a Cloud
platform based on OpenStack, an open-source Infrastructure as a Service platform that supports
the creation of virtual machines, hosted at the datacenter of the university, (ii) an Edge/Fog
testbed composed of heterogeneous embedded systems with GPU support, installed in the
"Cloud Computing, Big Data and Cybersecurity" laboratory. The cloud platform and the testbed
are connected through a fiber link.
The following embedded systems are considered for our experiments:
• NVIDIA Jetson Nano: an embedded system that is equipped with a quad-core ARM
microcontroller, 4GB of RAM and a 128-cire NVIDIA GPU;
• NVIDIA Jetson TX2: an embedded system with a quad-core ARM microcontroller, 8GB
of RAM and a 256-cire NVIDIA GPU
Two boards of each type are exploited in our experiments to test different configurations, the
Cloud functionalities, instead, are deployed on a virtual machine hosted on the OpenStack
platform. Boards overall energy consumption is measured via a commercial smart plug, namely
the MEROSS MSS210.
Software. We use Flower1 [17] to implement and execute federated learning on our computational resources. Flower automatically manages the distribution of the neural networks form
the Cloud to the edge resources, as well as the collection of different locally-trained models
on the edge resource to the Cloud, and their aggregation through the FederatedAveraging
algorithm [2]. In our experiments, the number of federated learning rounds is 10. The communications are synchronous, i.e., the Cloud server perform model aggregation only when both
devices communicate their local models, then it dispatches the new global models to the device.
Task. In our experiments we focus on an image recognition task. This task is representative of
different IoT-Edge-Cloud scenario, such as intrusion detection [18] and occupational safety [19].
We exploit a convolutional neural network specifically designed for this task, called ResNet [20],
and available in PyTorch2 . We use the default hyperparameter values for the CIFAR dataset,
namely the cross entropy loss function, a learning rate equal to 0.001, 4 epochs per local training
at each edge resource and a batch size of 32 samples.
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Dataset. For the training and the evaluation of our task, we use the popular CIFAR-10
dataset [21]. CIFAR-10 contains 60,000 RGB images of 32 × 32 pixels, represnting objects in 10
different categories, i.e., 6,000 images per categories. In our experiments, we randomly split the
whole dataset in a training set, with 50,000 images, and an evaluation set, with the remaining
10,000 images. The evaluation set will be used to assess the effectiveness performance of the
final global model trained with FL.
Metrics. For the analysis of the performance of federated learning on the edge computing
scenario, we focus on the behaviour of the various system components during our experiments.
To assess the effectiveness of the federated learning procedure when varying the distribution of
the training set among the different resources, we use accuracy, i.e. the ratio between correct
classifications over the total number of classifications, computed on the evaluation set. Our main
efficiency metrics are device training time and device energy consumption. The device training
time measures the mean time required by a given device to locally train the ResNet neural
network at each using the 4 epochs per FL round. The device energy consumption measures the
mean the energy consumed by the given device during local training.
Research Question.

In our experiments, we investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1. How does the mean training time per round vary with the computational load on
each device and on the Cloud server?
• RQ2. How does the mean energy consumption per round vary with the computational
load on each device and on the Cloud server?
In the following section, we illustrate and discuss the experimental results w.r.t. these RQs.

4. Experimental Analysis
Figure 1 reports the mean training time per round (in seconds) w.r.t. the computational load
on each device and on the Cloud server. The red bars, resp. the blue bars, report the mean
training times per round on the Jetson Nano, resp. on the Jetson TX. The purple line reports
the average training time of the whole model on the Cloud server. Since the communication
times are negligible, the total training time corresponds to the maximum time required among
the different devices. The training dataset configuration that minimises the total training time
corresponds to a split of the 27.5% of the dataset on the Jetson Nano, and the remaining 72.5%
on the Jetson TX. In this case, the mean training times per round are almost identical on the
two devices.
Regarding RQ1, we conclude that, in order to minimise the total mean training time, a dataset
should be distributed across the device balancing the corresponding computational power.
Figures 2 reports the mean energy consumption per round (in kilojoules) w.r.t. the computational load on each device and on the Cloud server. The red bars, resp. the blue bars, report
the mean energy consumed per round on the Jetson Nano, resp. on the Jetson TX. The purple
line reports the average energy consumed during a federated round to train the local models
on all devices. The total energy consumed decreases as more training data is assigned to the
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Figure 1: Mean training time per round, in seconds, on each device and on the Cloud server, by varying
the training set splitting across the devices.
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Jetson TX. This is due to the higher computing performance of the Jetson TX w.r.t. the Jetson
Nano. In fact, the Jetson TX is ∼2.5 times faster than the Jetson Nano (see Fig. 1), and therefore
it completes the whole training in a shorter time.
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Figure 2: Mean energy consumption per round, in seconds, on each device and on the Cloud server, by
varying the training set splitting across the devices.

Regarding RQ2, we conclude that the total energy consumption of a federated learning
infrastructure depends on both the characteristics of the edge devices and the size of the
datasets assigned to each of them.
Overall, we conclude that there is a tradeoff between training latency and energy consumption
in federated learning infrastructures, depending on the characteristics of the dataset, and its
splitting, as well as the specific devices. To minimise the overall training time, a system designer
should adopt a load balancing strategy taking into account both the computational power of the

edge devices and the dataset available to each of them. The solution identified by this approach,
however, could not minimise the overall energy consumption, which depends on the specific
devices.

5. Conclusions
In this work a set of experiments on a realistic edge computing environment is carried out to
measure training time and energy consumption of a FL model. Two different board models
were considered, one board with basic capabilities in terms of RAM and GPU and another more
powerful board. Different configurations for the allocation of the training data were assessed
in our experiments in order to measure both energy consumption and training time. Our
experiments highlighted a tradeoff between training latency and energy consumption, which
depends on the characteristics of the dataset and its partition between boards with different
capabilities. A load balancing strategy could be adopted, however, the minimization of the
training time might not result in the minimal energy consumption as it mainly depends on
specific device characteristics.
As future work, we plan to further investigate the pareto front highlighted by our results and
to derive a model for both processing time and energy consumption to be used for designing a
load balancing strategy.
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